Toyota tacoma starter solenoid

Discussion in ' Technical Chat ' started by Corn , Dec 3, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World.
Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need
to register for a FREE account. Spark plug color Bolts welded on? Solenoid, relay or starter?
Post Reply. Need some opinions. Twice in the past month my Tacoma would not start. Basic
issues: Full power in start position lights, fans, radio, etc , new battery. Just a click sound. The
second time it actually took disconnecting the wires to the positive battery terminal, then
reconnecting after a minute. Does this sound like a relay issue sticking in the solenoid? The
starter? Something different? Corn , Dec 3, Sounds like worn out starter solenoid contacts.
Common on Toyotas. If you pull the starter and open the solenoid cover to inspect, should be
obvious. A couple of tips: 1. After disconnecting the negative battery terminal, I would clean all
of the electrical connections to bear metal including the grounds. If not the solenoid contacts, I
check the starter motor brushes. Light tapping the starter motor will sometimes reseat the
contacts or brushes and allow the motor to temporarily work, but they will need to be replaced.
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and the short plunger solenoid common in most Denso starters. It's better for your wallet and
for the Earth to spend a little money and replace the worn contacts and not waste resources by
buying a whole new starter. If you buy this and you need the longer plunger just reuse the old
one by sanding down the copper contact so it is flat.. Yankee thrift. BTW this will fit most
japanese-badged imports and harleys as well. If you can get the starter off, replacing the
contacts and plunger it truly child's play. If you need a referencethere are lots of you-tube
videos. Only a rare mechanic or parts-counter person would recommend this. Too much money
in waste and replace, but this repair is a no-brainer. Voltage at the trigger wire was around 12v,
but I guess it was losing current, and not hot enough to activate the solenoid. If you have a
single click no crank, even before even trying the solenoid, I'd suggest try putting a 12v relay to
activate the trigger. It goes right between the starter, and the original trigger wire, and you also
need to connect it to ground and power starter hot post. I used the type that has a fuse already
built into it. Even though I pretty much bought and fixed everything else in the system, I don't
regret it too much, because it made me learn, and it gave me stuff to do. But seems to take less
number of tries. Upgraded even more ground wires, still no crank. Loosened the hot post nut a
little so it has some play - some good starts, progress?! Loosened the cold post, used both big
C contacts, instead of one big and one small, scrubbed every contact point everywhere
grounds, etc with sand paper - seemed to have fixed it. Now it starts hot the first time all the
time, and I can almost feel the solenoid getting sucked to the contact points. Maybe the problem
was the solenoid was only hitting one contact, and not making a connection. I helped this by
loosening the posts, so they would have slight angular play when the solenoid hits. I might also
suspect the contacts have that some kind of protective coating on them, and sanding it took it
off. So even if the solenoid was touching, the coating was preventing full current. I would
recommend coarse sanding everything anyway. Positive battery cable between battery and fuse
box was loosing about 0. It caused my starter signal to get around My advice would be invest in
a volt meter, and track down your electronic problem systematically and logically. Solenoid
would only click, and I would have to try upwards of 30 clicks before it would start. Occurred in
super random conditions, and not temperature related. But until I replaced it, I tried pretty much
everything else! Even with all those fixes, the no crank problem persisted! Only a new ignition
wire harness fixed it for good. I didn't buy this exact kit, but I'm just relaying some information I
have found when I fixed my starter for a Toyota Tacoma 4. These Denso starters comes in all
different configuration. To use a point of reference, I placed the solenoid with the angle top
looks like the top of a roof facing up. You have your left and right contacts. For my truck, the
right contact is standard, it's the left contact that will vary. In my instance, the left contact is
pointing up. So when you go looking for this contact, make sure to look if it's on the left or right
side and which direction that contact is pointing. With this kit, they give you the two types one
pointing up and one pointing down so this kit should cover most applications. I believe this
start also has the shorter plunger stem which this kit has. Images in this review. When the
starter on my Dodge Ram did nothing one day, I researched and found that the cause was likely
in the solenoid portion. I hit Amazon and found this kit that looked like it was what I needed.
When I dropped the starter, I found that it was a 'reman' from a chain auto parts store, which
was OK because it meant it was still the OEM Denso starter. When I pulled it apart, I didn't see
nearly as much wear as some of the pics on here, BUT the copper contact ring on the plunger in
this kit was at least twice as thick as the 'quality' part in the 'Hecho en Mexico' rebuild. The ring
on that plunger was really scarred and burned. Replaced both fixed contacts and the plunger, it
all fit perfectly, and it works like new. I suspect this will fix at least that much of the issue
caused by low quality rebuild parts. Easy to install, and the parts appear to be much better
quality than what is used in the 'rebuilds' you get at Autozone, Advance, or O'Reilly's. Why pay
big bucks for a rebuild when this will likely fix your problem? There is no click, no nothing,
intermittently, other times it will fire right up. Got a new starter ordered, and I'll pull this one
down to see if I can find the problem. I doubt it's this kit though, my money is on the motor itself
or the lead to it, more of the same quality parts as the 'rebuilders' used on the solenoid. Plunger
was incorrect and forced to do all day job over, grrrr. Save your money and just go to Toyota
and buy the correct contacts. I spent all day jacking the truck up and taking the starter out. No
easy job! Once I got it out, replaced the two contacts and just thought I'd go ahead and replace
the factory plunger which was a huge mistake. Buttoned it all up and the starter stayed engaged
like you're holding the key in the start postition once the vehicle was started. Had to do it all
over again and just replace the original NipponDenso plunger. Toyota used to sell the entire kit
for this '95 Xtra Cab automatic, RE. Done this before years ago, but I won't do it again with this
kit. Starter really only needed one "L" shaped contact. Should have just spent the couple bucks
at dealer and gotten the quality Japanese contact. I try American parts whenever possible and
never use Chinese, but this was not wise. One person found this helpful. See all reviews. Top

reviews from other countries. Arrived quickly saved valuable machine downtime. Used it on a
Ford tractor. Parts were exact fit. Saved an expensive repair. Nice to have a choice of terminals
in the kit. Report abuse. Perfect replacements for the contacts and plunger on my 98 corolla
starter. Seem good quality. Used these to replace the worn solenoid contacts in my Toyota
Tacoma 4x4. Contacts and plunger were a perfect fit. Starter was a challenge to get out, but got
it out eventually. Great fit all you need left a right 2 straight an a wide straight perfect.
Overhauled a 06 Tacoma starter solenoid. Parts fit perfect and functioned as new. Will buy it
again and recommend it. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: alternator
rebuild kits , alternator repair , victory parts , toyota corolla , acura , Toyota 4runner OEM Parts.
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